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Abstract A vast number of experiments have now shown that helium nanodroplets
are an exemplary cryogenicmatrix for spectroscopic investigations.The experimental
techniques are well established and involve in most cases the pickup of evaporated
neutral species by helium droplets. These techniques have been extended within our
research group to enable nanodroplet pickup of anions or cations stored in an ion
trap. By using electrospray ionization (ESI) in combination with modern mass spec-
trometric methods to supply ions to the trap, an immense variety of mass-to-charge
selected species can be doped into the droplets and spectroscopically investigated.
We have combined this droplet doping methodology with IR action spectroscopy
to investigate anions and cations ranging in size from a few atoms to proteins that
consist of thousands of atoms. Herein, we show examples of small complexes of
fluoride anions (F−) with CO2 and H2O and carbohydrate molecules. In the case of
the small complexes, novel compounds could be identified, and quantum chemistry
can in some instances quantitatively explain the results. For biologically relevant
complex carbohydrate molecules, the IR spectra are highly diagnostic and allow the
differentiation of species that would be difficult or impossible to identify by more
conventional methods.
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6.1 Introduction

Experimental probes based on light-matter interactions have proven to be among
the most effective means to elucidate molecular structure and dynamics. In early
experiments, continuous-wave light sources were used to acquire information on the
energy levels and structures of molecules in stationary states. Although knowing the
equilibrium structures of molecules is crucial, many important processes such as
excited state decay or chemical reactions involve electronic and nuclear dynamics
as well as energy flow between various degrees of freedom. To investigate such
processes, pulsed lasers with temporal widths reaching sub-femtosecond timescales
have been used to investigate non-stationary states and to follow dynamical processes
in real time. In spite of these significant advances, the complexity of many molecular
systems, especially those of substantial size, precludes facile identification of even
fundamental properties such as the three-dimensionalmolecular structure.Moreover,
the dynamics of such systems remain to a great extent terra incognita.

Biological molecules are of special interest; the elucidation of their structure and
dynamics is a prerequisite for an understanding of biological function and of biolog-
ical processes in general. Numerous biological processes are carried out by proteins
and carbohydrates (also frequently called glycans, sugars or oligosaccharides), often
in their combination as in glycosylated proteins. These classes of biomolecules can
form large and complex three-dimensional structures, and their analysis poses a
formidable challenge. Over the last decades, much progress has beenmade, in partic-
ular in the analysis of proteins. A key role has been played by mass spectrometry
(MS), as it has unparalleled sensitivity reaching down to the femtogram range. MS
is therefore widely used for analytical purposes or as a selective detection method in
basic research studies. Additionally,MS can be used in conjunction with dissociation
experiments to gain structural information. In the case of peptides and proteins, this
approach is the method of choice to determine primary structure (i.e. the sequence of
amino acids). MS itself is, however, insensitive to the higher order three-dimensional
structure of biomolecules and also reaches its limitations in the structural analysis
of glycans.

To deduce higher order structures, condensed-phase spectroscopic or scattering
techniques are often employed. However, these have a limited sensitivity and there-
fore require high sample densities, which are frequently not available. X-ray crys-
tallography requires uniform crystals to achieve the high resolution required to
distinguish between possible conformations, and important structural information
can often remain hidden. Likewise, structures from multidimensional NMR experi-
ments are restricted to solution, are often solvent dependent, and typically give only
averaged conformational data.
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6.1.1 Infrared Spectroscopy

An ideal companion for MS is optical spectroscopy and in particular infrared (IR)
spectroscopy, as it can be highly sensitive and provide structural information far
beyond what is available fromMS alone. As a standalone technique, IR spectroscopy
has a long history and is one of the most heavily utilized experimental methodologies
for the analysis of molecular structure. In the region between 2800 and 4000 cm−1,
vibrations arising from the stretching motion of hydrogen atoms bound to heavy
atoms are found. Upon deuteration, these modes shift to the 2000–2800 cm−1 range.
Located between 500 and 2000 cm−1 is the so-called molecular fingerprint region,
where the IR-active heavy-atom stretching and many bending modes are found. In
the far IR (or THz) region below 500 cm−1, primarily modes involving very heavy
atoms and large-amplitude modes of groups of atoms are present. The exact position
of IR bands depends on the details of chemical bonding and the local environment
of the IR oscillators. IR spectra can therefore be used to obtain detailed information
about the structure and the covalent and non-covalent interactions in molecules.

6.1.2 Action Spectroscopy

Most traditional condensed-phase IR spectroscopy experiments are performed by
measuring the attenuation that light experiences after passing through a sample.
Although this approach is also possible in the gas phase for molecules that have
sufficient vapor pressure, it is not generally applicable to many interesting species,
includingmolecular ions, because their attainable densities aremanyorders ofmagni-
tude too low for a measurable light attenuation. For such systems, a different spec-
troscopic approach can be taken by measuring not what the molecules do to the light
(as in the aforementioned absorption spectroscopy) but rather what the light does
to the molecules, thus employing one of several schemes of action spectroscopy.
Whereas for regular photon absorption measurements, the figure of merit is given
by the productn ∗ l ∗ σ , with n being the number density of the molecules, l the
optical path-length and σ the absorption cross section, the figure of merit for action
spectroscopy is given byF ∗ σ , with F being the photon fluence. Thus, whereas
a high number of molecules/cm2 (n ∗ l) is the requirement in regular absorption
measurements, a high number of photons/cm2 is necessary in action spectroscopy.

Examples of action spectroscopy include direct measurements of an excited state
population viamonitoring photon emission or employing techniques to cause photon-
induced dissociation or ionization. In a relatedmethod, one can alsomonitor a change
in mass of a molecule, complex or cluster that is directly or indirectly caused by the
absorption of photons. Using UV light, this change can be caused by direct bond
breaking, and when using IR light, the absorbed energy can be redistributed causing
thermal dissociation.
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6.1.3 IR Multiple Photon Dissociation (IRMPD) Action
Spectroscopy

IR multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy of gas-phase ions [1–3] is
at present a widely used form of action spectroscopy [4–6]. In IRMPD, the species
of interest are exposed to intense IR radiation. When the frequency of the light
is resonant with an IR-active transition of the molecule, the sequential absorption
of multiple photons can take place. The internal energy of the molecule can then
increase to an extent that dissociation takes place. Monitoring the dissociation yield
as a function of IR frequency gives the IRMPD spectrum. Over the years, IRMPDhas
proven to be a versatile and successful technique to record IR spectra of a wide range
of species. Examples include biological molecules ranging from amino acids [7] to
peptide aggregates and proteins [3, 8, 9], fragmentation products of gas-phase ions
[10], species of astrophysical interest [11] and many other molecules and clusters
[5, 6].

When considering IRMPD, it is important to distinguish between the sequential
absorption of multiple photons and a multiphoton absorption process within one
mode. In the former scenario, which is the relevant one for IRMPD, the timescale
between successive absorption events is long compared to the timescale of internal
vibrational redistribution (IVR) of the energy. A consequence is that vibrational
modes are statistically populated, and hence the ground state of the light-absorbing
mode is usually populated. Direct mode anharmonicities therefore play only a minor
role. However, the frequencies of the light-absorbing modes are affected by cross-
anharmonicities with other low-frequency modes that are statistically populated,
giving rise to a dynamical broadening and frequency shift of the absorbing mode.
These effects are qualitatively understood, can in some cases be quantitatively
modeled [4], and give rise to shifts, broadening and differences between IRMPD
and linear IR absorption spectra. These differences can be large when the species
involved have very high fragmentation barriers, contain modes with very high anhar-
monicity, or isomerize during the excitation process. Molecules that are complex
with many close-lying IR-active modes often have broad and unstructured room-
temperature linear IR absorption spectra, and often multiple conformers are present.
Performing IRMPD on such a system yields spectra that are often very congested
with a correspondingly low information content. Examples of where IRMPD results
in broad spectra include systems where a proton is shared between two functional
groups [12]. In these cases, the motion of the proton occurs in an extremely anhar-
monic potential, causing couplings and spectral congestion, which can be resolved
using alternative spectroscopic methods [13].

Many of the complications in IRMPD spectroscopy arise from the IRMPD excita-
tion process itself, and the initial ion temperature (usually room temperature) as such
is only a minor issue. Significantly improved spectra can be obtained by performing
spectroscopy on ions that are cold and, at the same time, using methods where the
absorption of a single, or maybe very few, photons is monitored. One possibility for
cooling is to make use of a molecular beam expansion. Ions can then be directly
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generated in the source [14] or via resonant photoionization of a molecule-buffer
gas cluster [15], and IR absorption is monitored via recording of the IR-induced
dissociation. Methods where mass-to-charge selected ions are trapped in a cold ion
trap and irradiated by IR light are more versatile, however, and are performed in
a number of laboratories [16–19]. Detection of IR absorption can then occur by
monitoring IR-induced fragmentation, either of the ion itself or of a weakly bound
ion-messenger complex. Typical messengers are rare gas atoms or small molecules
such as H2 or N2. For some species, alternatively, the depletion (or enhancement)
in yield of a subsequent UV-photodissociation step can be monitored. Using these
techniques, many ionic species have been investigated and characterized. However,
in many instances, even lower temperatures are desirable, and in addition, the above
schemes are difficult to apply to large molecules and ions. In these cases, embedding
of the analyte in liquid helium is potentially advantageous and offers exciting new
opportunities.

6.1.4 Action Spectroscopy Using Helium Nanodroplets

At low temperatures, helium shows behavior unlike any other element or material.
Due to strong quantum behavior, bulk liquid helium becomes superfluid at 2.16°K,
and helium is the only element that remains liquid down to the absolute zero of
temperature. Particles in superfluid helium can move almost freely without any fric-
tion. Because helium provides an isothermal environment that interacts only weakly
with dopants and is transparent throughout most of the electromagnetic spectrum, it
can be regarded as the ultimate cryogenic matrix for spectroscopic investigations.

Experimentally, however, bulk liquid helium is not well suited to “dissolve”
molecules, as these would rather aggregate or stick to the container walls. A break-
through occurred some twenty years ago, when initial experiments were performed
in which small, thermally evaporated gas-phase molecules were captured by helium
droplets produced via supersonic expansion of low-temperature helium gas into
vacuum [20–22]. Using this pickup technique, atoms [23], small molecules [24–27]
and biomolecules [28–30] as well as large species such as C60 [31] have successfully
been doped into helium droplets. It was shown that, due to the weak interactions in
liquid helium, molecules embedded in helium nanodroplets can rotate almost freely,
and their optical spectra show narrow linewidths [24, 27], which evidenced that the
helium droplets are indeed superfluid [32]. An analysis of the rotational population
distribution revealed the droplet temperature to be only 0.4°K [27]. It has also been
observed that in vibrational spectra, line positions are onlyveryweakly affectedby the
presence of the helium environment [33]. In contrast, electronic spectra of molecules
in helium droplets show a rather large influence of the helium on the line positions
and general appearance of the spectra, which can be used to extract information on
the interaction between the dopant and the helium surrounding [28, 34].

Using laser vaporization, less volatile materials such as refractory metal atoms
can be evaporated and picked up by helium droplets [35]. Both techniques, thermal
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evaporation as well as laser vaporization, allowed for the growth of clusters inside
heliumdroplets [36, 37]. These clusters occur in a distributionof sizes that is governed
by Poisson statistics. Helium droplets are also uniquely suited for studies of the
dynamics of dopants inside or on the surface of the droplets [38]. Using pulsed
lasers, molecules can be aligned [39], or brought to rotation [40], or their wavepacket
dynamics studied [41]. For smallmolecules, the rotational spectra and dynamicswere
recently described quantitatively with the help of a new quasi-particle, the angulon
[42]. Further, heliumdroplets have been discussed andused asmatrices for electron or
X-Ray diffraction experiments [43–45]. Helium nanodroplets can also accommodate
charged species. See [46] for a recent review. In such experiments, charged doped
droplets can be produced by electron- or photoionization of doped neutral clusters
[47], by the pickup of ions by helium droplets [48, 49] or by pickup of neutral species
by charged droplets [50].

6.2 Experiments on Ions in Helium Nanodroplets

In the following, we describe an experimental setup that has been developed at the
Fritz-Haber-Institut (FHI) over the last ten years to measure IR spectra of mass-to-
charge selected ions in helium droplets. As the ion-doped droplets carry a charge,
their mass-to-charge ratio can be measured using standard techniques. In the first
experiments, large droplets were used to capture the mass-to-charge selected protein
cytochrome c (molecular weight ~12,000 amu) in various charge states, and the
droplet size distributionswere determined [48]. Later, the first UV/VIS spectroscopic
experiments were performed on the hemin ion [51]. After the FHI free-electron laser
(FHI FEL) went online, IR action spectroscopy experiments were performed on
small molecules [52–54] and clusters [55, 56], peptides and proteins [57, 58], DNA
fragments [59], carbohydrates [60–64], reactive intermediates [65–68] and lipids [69,
70]. Here, we show some examples of IR spectroscopy of small anionic complexes
as well as of carbohydrate ions in helium droplets.

6.2.1 Pickup of Mass-to-Charge Selected Ions in Helium
Droplets

In most helium droplet experiments, neutral atoms or molecules of interest are
brought into the gas phase, picked up by helium droplets, and probed spectroscop-
ically. In typical experiments where a single atom or molecule per droplet is to be
picked up, the sample is present in the pickup region at pressures on the order of 10−6–
10−3 mbar, corresponding to densities of ~1010–1013 molecules/cm3. This density
is limited by the corresponding vapor pressure, which, if needed, can be increased
by heating the sample. Of course, all molecules will transform or decompose at a
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certain temperature, and for the vast majority of (biologically relevant) molecules,
this temperature is much below the hypothetical temperature at which they would
have a sufficient vapor pressure to enable helium droplet experiments. Under some
circumstances, laser desorption might be a solution, as the heating rate caused by
the laser is very high, and (thermal) desorption can occur before decomposition.
However, also in this case, at least partial decomposition will occur, and experiments
that do not involve mass separation or identification will yield ambiguous results.

A solution is to marry helium droplet methods with modern mass spectrometric
techniques that enable the introduction of biological molecules into the gas phase
as charged species and to perform mass-to-charge selection. Electrospray ionization
(ESI) can be used to bring species ranging from small molecules to large proteins, or
even entire viruses, as singly or multiply charged species into the gas phase. Usually,
the charge stems from a lack or excess of protons or from complex formation with,
for example, alkali cations (Na+, K+ etc.) or halide anions (I−, Br−, Cl− or F−), and
the observed charge or charge distribution often reflects the one that the molecule
possesses in the condensed phase. Mass spectrometry can then be used to select and
isolate an ion in an individual mass-to-charge state, which can then be picked up by
a helium droplet.

In the instrument developed at the FHI in Berlin, the pickup of mass-to-charge-
selected ions occurs in an ion trap. Conceptually, this is quite analogous to the pickup
of neutral molecules in a pickup cell. The general scheme in shown in Fig. 6.1. Shown
in (a) is the conventional approach used in many laboratories to capture neutral
molecules in a pickup chamber. Depending on the molecule density, the length of
the pickup chamber and the size of the helium droplets, a number of molecules can
be picked up by the droplets according to a Poisson distribution. The doped droplets
can then be interrogated further downstream. The analogous approach for ion pickup
is shown in (Fig. 6.1b). In this method, the pickup cell is replaced by a linear ion
trap. Mass-to-charge selected ions can be loaded into the trap up to the space charge
limit (~106 ions/cm3). The ions remain stable in the trap for an extended period of
time. The droplets traverse the trap and can pick up an ion, and because the kinetic
energy of the doped droplet is higher than the trapping potential, the doped droplet
can escape the trap and be interrogated further downstream.

An overview of the instrument is shown in Fig. 6.2. The front-end mass spec-
trometer is a modified commercial mass spectrometer (Waters Q-TOF Ultima). It is
equipped with an ESI source (either regular or nano-ESI). The spray usually occurs
from an aqueous solution of the molecules of interest into atmospheric pressure.
Ions are transferred via several stages of differential pumping into high vacuum.
Mass selection is performed with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (mass-to-charge
range up to 3000 m/z). In the commercial instrument, this would be followed by
a collision cell to induce fragmentation and a high-resolution time-of-flight (TOF)
mass spectrometer to analyze the fragments. In our modified instrument, the colli-
sion cell is not used, and a quadrupole bender is inserted just in front of the TOF
mass spectrometer. This bender allows the ion beam to be sent straight through to be
analyzed in the TOF mass spectrometer, or to be deflected 90 degrees and injected
into an ion trap. The ion trap is a linear hexapole trap of length 30 cm, and the six
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Fig. 6.1 a Pickup of neutral molecules by helium nanodroplets using a pickup chamber in which
the molecule of interest is evaporated. This approach is only feasible when the molecule of interest
has sufficient vapor pressure. b Pickup of ions from an ion trap. The trap can be filled with mass-
to-charge selected ions from a mass spectrometer. Longitudinal trapping is achieved by a small
trapping potential (1–3 V). The kinetic energy of a doped droplet is more than enough to overcome
this trapping potential

rods (5 mm diameter) are mounted with an inscribed circle of 9.1 mm diameter.
Alternating phase radio frequency voltage (~1 MHz, 100–300 V p–p) is applied to
the six rods, providing for an effective confining potential in the transverse direction.
In the longitudinal direction, electrodes at both ends of the trap provide for a shallow
(1–3V) trapping potential. The ions are injected slightly above the trapping potential,
and a short pulse of helium gas (~10–3 mbar) is supplied into the trap to allow for
removal of the excess kinetic energy such that the ions remain stable in the trap for
at least several minutes. The trap temperature can be varied in the range ~80–400 K,
and the ions quickly thermalize to that temperature.

The trap is filled up to the space charge limit (on the order of 106–107 ions/cm3),
which takes, depending on the ion current from the mass spectrometer, from less
than one to several seconds. The trap is then traversed by helium droplets.

Apulsed, cryogenicEven-Lavie valve (EL-C-C-2013,Uzi Even&NachumLavie,
Tel Aviv, Israel) is used to generate helium droplets. The valve-body can be cooled
down to 6°K using a closed-cycle helium cryocooler (RDK408D2, SumitomoHeavy
Industries Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Combining a resistive heating element with a diode
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Fig. 6.2 Schematic overview of the experimental setup. Ions are generated by nano-electrospray
ionization (nESI) and transferred into high vacuum by two ion guides. The ions can be monitored
by a reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer. Once the ions of interest are isolated by
the quadrupole mass filter and the ion current is optimized, they are injected into the hexapole ion
trap. The ion trap is traversed by a beam of helium nanodroplets that can pick up trapped ions and
thermalize them to 0.4 K. The helium droplets transport the embedded ions to the detection region
where they are irradiated by an IR laser beam produced by the FHI free-electron laser (FHI-FEL)
[71]

temperature sensor allows control of the valve temperature, which is typically kept
between 15 and 25°K. Controlling the temperature is used to change the size of
the helium droplets, and the size distribution can be well described by a log-normal
distribution. In the present setup, the mean value of the size distribution can be
shifted from around 104 helium atoms at 25°K to around 106 helium atoms at 15°K.
For experiments presented in this work, the valve was operated at a temperature of 21
or 23°K, a stagnation pressure of 70 bar, and a typical opening time of approximately
10 μs. The droplet source vacuum chamber is pumped by a turbomolecular pump
with a pumping speed of 2400 l/s (Turbo-V 3°K-T, Agilent Technologies Italia,
Italy) maintaining a pressure of <10−5 mbar during operation. The central part of
the molecular beam is transmitted towards the hexapole ion trap using a skimmer
(Model 50.8, Beam Dynamics, Jacksonville, FL, USA) that has an aperture diameter
of 4 mm and is placed around 15 cm away from the nozzle.

In the here presented experiment, the droplets have an average size of
~5*104 helium atoms (and therefore a much larger mass than the ions in the trap) and
move at a velocity of ~500 m/s. With Ekin = 1/2 mv2, the droplets have an average
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kinetic energy of ~520 eV.When a droplet collides with an ion, its capture can occur,
and the then-doped droplet will movewith almost unchanged velocity, kinetic energy
and direction, compared to the droplet before the collision. As the kinetic energy of
the doped droplet is much higher than the longitudinal trapping potential of the ion
trap (~3 V), the doped droplets can exit the trap and travel towards the laser interac-
tion region. It is important to note that the ions are otherwise stable in the trap, and
the only relevant ion loss channel for the trap is the transport inside a helium droplet.
This selective ion confinement makes the method extremely efficient.

Using the present setup, we demonstrated that small ions such as a protonated
amino acid as well as large ions such as the protein cytochrome c (molecular weight
~12,000 amu) in charge states ranging from+6 to+14 can be efficiently incorporated
into helium droplets [48, 51, 57, 58]. Measuring the current from doped droplets
with a calibrated amplifier gives peak currents of up to ~20 pA, which implies about
104 ion-doped droplets per pulse. Those intensities are high enough to enable many
spectroscopic experiments, as ion-detection schemes can be employed that have
sensitivities down to individual ions. Based on the ion density and the droplet sizes,
it can be estimated that the probability that a helium droplet picks up an ion is about
2%, ensuring that multiple ion pick-up by a single droplet is negligible.

Because the doped droplets carry charge, they can be manipulated using electric
fields. To determine the size distributions, the doped droplets can be accelerated
using a static electric field after exiting the trap. As lighter droplets will arrive at
earlier times at either a detector or in the laser interaction region, size distributions of
the doped droplets can be measured, allowing experiments on droplets with defined
sizes to be performed.

6.2.2 The FHI Free-Electron Laser

Several tens of centimeters downstream of the ion trap, the doped droplet beam
is colinearly overlapped with the IR beam of the FHI FEL [71]. To date, a wide
range of the electromagnetic spectrum can be covered by various commercially
available benchtop laser systems. However, a single laser system often only provides
a narrow spectral range with low-intensity radiation. If, on the other hand, high
intensity radiation over a broad spectral range is required, an FEL can be the best
option. This principle is implemented in the FHI-FEL [71], which is highly tunable
and provides intense IR radiation in the range of 200–3500 cm−1, thus covering the
complete molecular fingerprint region as well as much of the light atom stretching
region.

The concept of an FEL was proposed in 1971 [72], and the first realization was
reported in 1976 [73]. In an IR FEL, a relativistic beam of electrons, produced by an
accelerator, is injected into a resonator consisting of two high-reflectivity mirrors at
each end of an undulator. The magnetic field in the undulator is perpendicular to the
direction of the electron beam and periodically changes polarity a (large) number of
times along its length. This causes a periodic deflection, a ‘wiggling’ motion, of the
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electrons while traversing the undulator. The transverse motion is quite analogous to
the oscillatorymotion of electrons in a stationary dipole antenna and hencewill result
in the emission of radiation with a frequency equal to the oscillation frequency. This
oscillation frequency is given by the ratio of the velocity of the electrons to the path
length travelled by the electrons per period of the undulator. This path length is larger
than the period (λu) of the magnetic field by a factor (1 + K2) due to the transverse
motion of the electrons induced by the magnetic field; the dimensionless factor K is
a measure of the strength of this magnetic field. The overall motion of the electrons
in the undulator resembles the motion of oscillating electrons in a dipole antenna
moving close to the speed of light. This high velocity results in a strong Doppler
shift: the frequency of the radiation emitted in the forward direction as measured in
the laboratory frame is typically up-shifted by a factor ~γ2, where γ, the Lorentz
factor, is a measure of the electron energy in units of its rest mass. This radiation,
referred to as spontaneous emission, is usually very weak. This is a consequence of
the fact that the electrons are typically spread out over an interval that is much larger
than the radiation wavelength and will therefore not emit coherently. However, on
successive round trips in the resonator, this weak radiation will be amplified by fresh
electrons, until saturation sets in at a power level that is typically 107–108 times that
of the spontaneous emission.

A schematic overview of the FHI-FEL and its main components is shown in
Fig. 6.3. The electron beam used to generate the laser beam is produced by an
electron gun emitting pulses of free electrons into vacuum. The time structure of the
FEL is characterized by a macro- and a micro-repetition rate that also determines the
time structure of the laser radiation. The macro-pulse repetition rate is usually set to
10Hz, and eachmacro-pulse is 10μs long and consists of 104 micro-pulses generated
at a repetition rate of 1 GHz. After traversing a buncher cavity that compresses the
bunch-length, the electrons are accelerated by two linear accelerators (LINACs).
The first LINAC accelerates the electrons to a fixed energy of around 20 meV and
the second LINAC is used to vary the final electron energy between 18 and 45 meV.
Next, the electronbeam is directed through aU-shapedbendbydipole andquadrupole
magnets before entering the laser cavity. Inside the cavity resides a 2m long undulator
containing 50 periods of oppositely poled NdFeB permanent magnets. The first
electron bunch passing through the undulator emits an initial incoherent IR pulse.
This optical pulse is reflected by the FEL cavity mirrors and passes through the
undulator again. The length of the laser cavity (5.4m) is set such that the cavity round-
trip time of the optical pulse is synchronized with the electron bunches entering the
cavity.As a consequence, both pulses travel along themagnetic fields of the undulator,
and the electromagnetic field of the radiation can interact with each electron bunch.
This interaction leads tomicro-bunching of the electrons and the emission of coherent
radiation with high intensity gains. The laser output characteristics can be precisely
controlled by detuning (shortening) the optical cavity by a multiple of the laser
wavelength. A small detuning, such as 1 λ, generates short IR pulses with high
peak power. Because the spectrum of the radiation is Fourier-limited, these short
pulses have a broader spectral width. In this work, the FEL was typically operated
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Fig. 6.3 Schematic overview of the FHI-FEL [71]. An electron gun releases bunches of electrons
into vacuum that are accelerated to relativistic velocities by two linear accelerators (LINACs).
Inside the laser cavity, a periodic array of strong magnets forces the relativistic electrons on an
oscillatory wiggling motion emitting monochromatic radiation. Constructive interference between
the electromagnetic field of the radiation and the electrons amplifies the emission of coherent
photons
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at a detuning of 3–5 λ, which increases the pulse length to a few picoseconds and
decreases the spectral width to around 0.2–0.5% (FWHM).

A hole in one of the cavity mirrors is used to transmit a fraction of the radiation
to the user experiments and diagnostic elements. During a beam shift (typically one
day), the electron energy is kept constant, and the laser wavelength can be tuned by
changing the gap between the undulator magnets. The resulting laser radiation has a
macro-pulse length of 10 μs and a macro-pulse energy of up to 120 mJ, maintaining
a bandwidth of around 0.5% (FWHM). Changing the electron energy allows the
FHI-FEL to produce photons with a wavelength between 3and 60 μm.

6.2.3 IR Excitation of Ions in Helium Droplets

Action spectroscopy can be performed on chromophores embedded in helium
droplets.When the doped droplets are irradiated with laser light and when the dopant
ion absorbs a photon, an energy relaxation cascade will follow, leading to warm-up
of the droplet and finally to the evaporation of helium atoms. The pathways and
timescales are generally not known and are topics in our research group. For almost
all well-behaved molecules, however, these timescales will be much faster than the
timescale at which the next micropulse arrives (1 ns).1 The followingmicropulse will
then encounter a dopant ion that is cooled down to the droplet equilibrium tempera-
ture of 0.4°K and embedded in a slightly smaller droplet. After successive absorption
events, bare ions, void of any helium solvation shell, are observed. Some experiments
indicate that bare iongeneration is the result of the ions being ejected from thedroplets
[47]; the mechanism for such a process is, however, unclear. Another possibility is
that the droplet is completely evaporated. Which of the two processes occurs might
depend on the type of ion, the excitation process and other parameters. In any case,
the resulting unsolvated ions can be detected in a TOF mass spectrometer. A scheme
of the process is shown in Fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.5 shows mass spectra obtained after irradiating helium droplets
that are doped with the protonated pentapeptide Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu (YGGFL;
C28H38N5O7

+) at 1704 cm−1 and different laser macropulse energies. In the mass
spectra in Fig. 6.5, essentially only the protonated YGGFL at m/z≈ 556 is observed.
At lower mass-to-charge, little to no signal from fragmentation of the peptide is
observed. At higher mass-to-charge, no signal of adducts or the remainder of a
helium solvation shell can be seen. The signal of the protonated YGGFL increases
with increasing laser energy, however not linearly.

Figure 6.6 shows the dependence of the signal intensity on the laser energy for
three different droplet size distributions that were selected by accelerating the droplet
beam in an electric potential (30 V) and timing the FEL such that the IR light beam

1 This will be the case for essentially all molecules consisting of more than two atoms. An exception
are diatomic molecules with only high frequency vibrational modes, such as HF, for which very
long vibrational lifetimes in helium droplets have been observed [74].
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Fig. 6.4 Schematic diagram of the mechanisms involved in IR spectroscopy of ions using helium
droplets. The ions inside the hexapole ion trap (1) have an initial energy that is rapidly dissipated after
pickup by helium droplets (2) that maintain an equilibrium temperature of 0.4°K by evaporative
cooling. The absorption of a resonant photon (3) leads to vibrational excitation of the ion. The
absorbed energy is quickly dissipated to the bath of vibrational degrees of freedomby intramolecular
vibrational redistribution (IVR). Before the next laser micro-pulse arrives, the ion will return to its
vibrational ground state by dissipating its energy to the helium droplet. Evaporation of helium atoms
allows the helium droplet to re-thermalize to its equilibrium temperature. This process can repeat
itself many times, and after the successive absorption of multiple resonant photons (4) + (5) the
bare ion is released from the helium droplet (6). The number of released ions is then monitored as
a marker for photon absorption

intersects with the desired droplet size distribution. The corresponding distributions
are shown on the left in Fig. 6.3 (a, c, e). They result from simulations, based on
experimental data on the time profiles of the entire distribution, measured further
downstream in the instrument. The corresponding energy dependence curves on the
right (b, d, f) show a clear nonlinear behavior.Whereas in the case of the distributions
of the smaller droplets (a, c), signal is already observed for small laser energies, a
substantial amount of laser energy is needed for onset of signal in the case of distri-
bution (e). As the absorption of light will occur in different FEL micropulses in a
sequential fashion, the number of absorbed photons is directly proportional to the
laser energy. If the absorption cross section and the spatial characteristics of the laser
beam would be known accurately, the x-axis could be converted from laser energy
to number of photons absorbed. Measuring the ion signal at a specific laser energy
setting could thus tell us directly how many photons on average are absorbed and
therefore serve as an if, and if so, how manymarker for photon absorption. By moni-
toring the bare ion yield as a function of wavelength, an IR-action spectrum can be
obtained. Importantly, although multiple photons are absorbed, all absorption events
will occur from the vibrational ground state of the ion at 0.4°K. Anharmonicities or
cross anharmonicities that broaden spectra in IRMPD spectroscopy will therefore
not play a role, and narrow absorption bands are expected.
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Fig. 6.5 Mass spectra
obtained after irradiating
helium droplets doped with
the protonated pentapeptide
YGGFL at 1704 cm−1 at
three different laser energy
settings. In all mass spectra,
essentially only the intact
parent ion at m/z ≈ 556 is
observed. The signal
intensity increases
non-linearly with increasing
laser energy

As examples, Fig. 6.7 shows experimental spectra of three different species in
helium droplets. Shown in (a) is a spectrum of an anionic complex in which a proton
holds together two formic acid anions (HCO2

−)2 · H+ [52]. Theory predicts that
the equilibrium position of the proton is exactly halfway between the two formate
ions. Clearly, the spectrum shows several sharp peaks. All of them are very narrow,
and their width is determined by the spectral width of the FEL. An analysis of the
spectrum shows that all lines in the spectrum below 1200 cm−1 stem from motion
of the shared proton coupled to deformation and torsional modes of the complex.
Interestingly, the potential in which this proton moves is extremely anharmonic and
more closely resembling a particle in a box potential than a harmonic oscillator.
Maybe surprisingly, this does not lead to significant broadening. This shared-proton
complex and the resulting spectrum can therefore serve as an interesting test case for
experiment and theory of our understanding of anharmonic interactions [52].

Shown in (b) is the spectrum of a glycan, a naturally occurring tetrasaccharide,
the blood group antigen Lewis b. The type and connectivity of the carbohydrate
subunits is shown according to a symbol nomenclature [75]. This nomenclature
and the spectroscopy of some carbohydrates will be discussed in more detail in
forthcoming pages of this contribution. Considering the size and complexity of the
molecule, a surprisingly well-resolved spectrum is obtained. Shown in (c) is the
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Fig. 6.6 Droplet size distributions (a, c, e) and signal intensity as a function of laser energy (b,
d, f). Clearly, especially for the case of the larger droplets, the signal depends non-linearly on the
laser energy and shows a threshold energy. Small droplet sizes are useful for measuring absorption
spectra, while larger droplets can be used as a marker for how many photons were absorbed in, for
example, IR-IR pump probe experiments

IR spectrum of a non-covalently bound complex consisting of eight amino acids
(serine) and one extra proton. This complex has received a great deal of attention, as
its high abundance in mass spectrometry experiments indicates a high stability, and
further because this complex has a strong preference for homochirality [76, 77]. Its
IR spectrum between 600 and 1800 cm−1 shows a multitude of sharp resolved bands
that are characteristic for the complex and that led, together with other experiments
and computation, to a structural assignment [55].
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Fig. 6.7 IR spectra of three
species in helium droplets. a
two formate anions bound by
a proton, b a naturally
occurring tetrasaccharide
and c a complex containing
eight serine molecules and a
proton

6.3 Spectroscopy of Ions in Helium Droplets: Results
on Small Anionic Complexes and Carbohydrates

6.3.1 Fluoride-CO2-H2O Chemistry

The halide ions I−, Br−, Cl− or F− are ubiquitous in nature, and their chemistry is of
utmost importance not only in biology, but also in diverse fields such as geochemistry,
atmospheric chemistry, and industrial chemistry. Important aspects of their properties
include the ability to form strong hydrogen bonds and to participate in nucleophilic
substitution reactions. The fluoride ion plays a special role among the halide ions.
The high proton affinity and small ionic radius of fluoride promotes the formation
of strong ionic hydrogen bonds in the complexation with protic molecules. Further-
more, the fluoride can also act as a potent nucleophile and for example undergo an
exothermic reaction with carbon dioxide to yield fluoroformate, FCO2

−, forming a
covalent bond between F and C. This is of special interest, as the chemistry of CO2
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and possible ways to remove it from the gas phase are presently very active areas of
research. Fluoroformate has been investigated by various experimental techniques,
and McMahon and co-workers first generated gas-phase FCO2

− by fluoride ion
transfer to study its thermochemistry by ion cyclotron resonance spectroscopy [78,
79]. The experimental findings gave a bond dissociation enthalpy (DH298) of 133 ±
8 kJ/mol, significantly weaker than typical C–F bonds (DH298 > 400 kJ/mol) [80].
Infrared spectra of FCO2

− trapped in an argon matrix were measured, but the pres-
ence of multiple species within the matrix hindered band assignment [81]. Later,
the tetramethylammonium salt of FCO2

− was isolated and characterized by infrared
spectroscopy and solid-state NMR [82]. In addition, photoelectron spectroscopy
was used to measure the electronic transitions between FCO2

− and the fluoroformy-
loxyl radical, FCO2· [83]. Furthermore, FCO2

− as well as other halide ion—CO2

complexes have been investigated by ab initio calculations [84–86].
We have explored the chemistry of F− with CO2 and H2O by applying mass

spectrometry coupled to infrared spectroscopy of ions in liquid helium droplets and
ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations [53, 54]. In the experiment, a few μL of
an aqueous solution of sodium fluoride (NaF) at a concentration of 1 mM/L is placed
into a nESI capillary. The solution is sprayed into atmosphere to which additional
CO2 gas is added to increase the CO2 level to a few % (the exact amount has not
been quantified), and the instrument is set to transmit and detect anions. To aid in the
assignment of molecular composition and to facilitate the assignment of IR spectra,
deuteration experiments are also performed. To do so, the NaF is dissolved in D2O,
and the CO2 is bubbled through D2O before being brought to the ESI region. Ions are
then transferred into the instrument, and mass spectra are recorded using the on-axis
TOF mass spectrometer.

Figure 6.8 shows a mass spectrum of the ions obtained. The spectrum is surpris-
ingly simple, consisting of three dominant peaks. At the lowest m/z = 61, a peak
corresponding to the bicarbonate anion is observed, and at m/z = 63, the FCO2

− ion
is found. Interestingly, the most intense peak in the mass spectrum occurs 18 m/z

Fig. 6.8 A 1 mM aqueous NaF solution is sprayed via nESI into air, to which some CO2 gas is
added. Anions are then transferred into the vacuum of the instrument and mass spectra are recorded
(right side). The mass spectrum consists of three intense peaks, which can be assigned to HCO3

−,
FCO2

− and the adduct or reaction product of FCO2
− + H2O. The ions can then be captured in

helium droplets and investigate via IR spectroscopy
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Fig. 6.9 Calculated structures of halide ion—CO2 complexes at the MP2/def2-TZVPP level. The
initial structures for X = I−−Cl− are taken from [86]

higher than (presumably) FCO2
−, indicating the addition of one water molecule to

FCO2
−. The observation of the strong FCO2

− was somewhat surprising; the fact that
FCO2

− is a stable ion was known, however, its facile production in the ESI process
had not been reported. When replacing NaF by NaCl, no signal corresponding to
ClCO2

− is observed, nor is signal indicating an ion 18 m/z larger observed.
Figure 6.9 shows structures calculated at the MP2/def2-TZVPP level for X·CO2

complexes (X = I−, Br−, Cl− and F−) (X = I−−Cl− from [86]; X = F− this work). It
can be seen that for I−–Cl−, the halide-carbon distance remains larger than is common
for a covalent bond, however also that the O–C–O angle decreases, indicative of at
least some electron donation from the halide ion into antibonding O–C–O orbitals.
The situation is different for FCO2

−, for which both the structure (Fig. 6.9) as well
as energetics [78, 79] indicate a stronger covalent character of the F–C bond and
significant electron donation into the CO2 moiety.

The FCO2
− ion can be incorporated into helium droplets, and the IR spectrum can

be recorded, as shown in Fig. 6.10, middle trace. For comparison, the IR-spectrum
of the well-known formate ion HCO2

− in helium droplets has been measured in the
1200–1800 cm −1 range (top trace). This spectrum shows two very narrow peaks
at 1317 and 1623 cm−1 stemming from the symmetric and antisymmetric O–C–O
stretching motion in HCO2

−, respectively. These measurements compare very well
to literature values of 1314 and 1622 cm−1 for those modes [87]. It therefore seems
that the helium environment does not induce a strong shift (at least no more than
estimated 1–5 cm−1) in line positions. Another striking observation concerns the
width of the bands. In the spectra of both the formate and fluorofomate anions,
the bands are very narrow, exhibiting full width at half maximum (fwhm) widths
between 2 and 6 cm−1. This is in some instances narrower than the spectral width
of the FHI-FEL (typical fwhm of ∼0.5% of the photon energy). Most likely, this is
caused by the non-linear nature of the dependence of the observed bare ion signal
on laser fluence.

Shown in the middle trace of Fig. 6.10 is the helium droplet IR spectrum of the
fluoroformate anion, and a total of six bands can be observed. For some of them, facile
assignment based on previous experiments is possible [81, 82]. At 548 cm−1, a band
that can be assigned to result from C–F stretching motion is observed. This value is
significantly red-shifted from the value of a typical C–F bond (>1000 cm−1) due to
the weakness of the C–F bond in FCO2

−. The transition at 747 cm−1 can be assigned
to result from O–C–O bending motion (δ(OCO)). At around 1270 cm−1, only one
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Fig. 6.10 Vibrational spectrum of (a) formate and (b) fluoroformate obtained using the helium
nanodroplet method. Shown in (c) is the theoretical vibrational spectrum of fluoroformate with
anharmonic corrections calculated utilizing the VPT2 method at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level
of theory. Excellent agreement is observed between the experimental and theoretical vibrational
spectra of fluoroformate, most notably for the Fermi resonance between νs(COO−) and ν(C–F)
+ δ(OCO). However, theory overestimates the degree of vibrational wave function mixing in the
Fermi resonance between νas(COO−) and δ(C–F) + νs(COO−). The top right corner shows the
calculated electrostatic potential around the FCO2

− anion. It can be seen that the negative charge
is distributed among the F- and O-atoms, with a slightly higher negative charge on the O-atoms

band resulting from symmetric O–C–O stretching motion (νs(COO−)) is expected,
whereas the experiment shows two bands, one at 1251 cm−1 and one at 1294 cm −1.
Similarly, only one band, stemming from antisymmetric O–C–O stretching motion
(νas(COO−)) is expected to the blue, whereas the experiment shows two bands, a
weak band at 1799 cm −1 and a stronger band at 1816 cm−1.

A complete assignment of the spectrum can be performed with the help of
quantum chemistry. The ion is small enough for the “gold standard” method in
quantum chemistry, coupled cluster with single, double and perturbative triple exci-
tations (CCSD(T)) in combination with the rather large aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, to be
applied. Calculations of vibrational frequencies are in most cases performed using
the harmonic approximation. Here, we go beyond that and include anharmonicities,
overtones, combination bands and Fermi resonances using the VPT2 method [88–
90], as implemented within CFOUR [91]. Shown in the lower trace of Fig. 6.10 is the
result of those calculations. The calculated line positions and intensities are convo-
luted with an 0.5% (full width at half maximum) gaussian function. No scaling of the
horizontal axis has been applied. It can be observed that the calculations reproduce
the experiment extremely well. The results from theory can also be used to elucidate
the nature of the two doublets around 1270 and 1800 cm−1. It turns out that the
doublet near 1270 cm −1 is caused by a Fermi resonance between the combination
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mode ν(C–F) + δ(OCO) with νs(COO−). Near 1800 cm−1, theory also predicts two
bands, however withmuch less splitting and almost equal intensity which stems from
a Fermi interaction of νs(COO−) + δ(C–F) with νas(COO−). The prediction for this
Fermi interaction is less accurate, most likely as the theoretical description of the
δ(C–F) mode is poorer [53].

An interesting question is the nature of the ion that occurs at m/z = 81 in Fig. 6.8
and gives rise to the most intense peak. Typically, the intensity is directly related to
the stability and further, as the ion is generated in in the ESI process in moist air, it
must be largely unreactive towards at least oxygen, water or CO2. The species with
m/z = 81 is exactly 18 m/z higher in mass than FCO2

−, indicating that it is either a
adduct or reaction product of FCO2

− with H2O.
To elucidate the structure of the m/z = 81 ion, we recorded its IR spectrum in

helium droplets and performed calculations of possible FCO2
− + H2O adducts or

reaction products [54]. The results are shown in Fig. 6.11, with the experimental
spectrum shown in the top trace. Candidate structures were optimized using the
MP2 method using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, anharmonic IR spectra were calcu-
lating using the GVPT2 method [92, 93] as implemented in Gaussian 16 [94]. When
comparing the experimental spectrum to the results of the calculations, it is clear

Fig. 6.11 Experimental infrared spectrum of the [H2CO3F]− species compared to theoretical
spectra of candidate structures. The experimental spectrum (black) was collected by ion infrared
action spectroscopy in helium nanodroplets. Theoretical spectra for candidate structures 1–6 were
calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory with anharmonic corrections from the GVPT2
method. The experimental spectrum matches best to the spectrum calculated for structure 1
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that the best match of the experimental spectrum is to the spectrum of structure 1—a
complex of carbonic acid with F− [54].

The generation of a stable complex between carbonic acid and fluoride is highly
intriguing. Carbonic acid is central to many chemical processes, yet it is ther-
modynamically unstable, undergoing decomposition to yield carbon dioxide and
water. Although the barrier to dissociation is large for an isolated carbonic acid
molecule, the dissociation reaction is catalyzed by complexation with many abun-
dant molecular species, most notably water, ammonia, formic and acetic acid, and
other carbonic acid molecules, which renders experimental characterization very
challenging. The observed H2CO3 + F− complex is extremely stable and observed
as the most abundant ion produced in the electrospray process under the employed
conditions, providing a robust chemical trap for the normally elusive carbonic acid
molecule. Complexation with anions and isolation in helium droplets was proven to
be a successful method to further examine the structure and properties of this elusive
molecule.

6.3.2 Carbohydrates

Among the four major classes of biomolecules in mammals—DNA, RNA, proteins
and carbohydrates—carbohydrates remain the most poorly characterized. Carbo-
hydrates are synonymously termed glycans, oligo- or polysaccharides or also in a
broader sense simply sugars. Historically, carbohydrates were exclusively linked to
functions such as energy storage, bioscaffolds, or cellular decorations in the absence
of identified biological functions. In our everyday life, carbohydrates play a role as
sources of nutrition, but carbohydrates are in fact a manifold class of biomolecules.
The following pages present an introduction to some of the important functions of
carbohydrates relevant to mammalian biology.

In biochemistry and medicine, the sequencing of the human genome was a break-
through to the elucidation of all template-driven processes that derive from the identi-
fied genes. RNAand protein research advanced at incomparable speed.Glycosylation
patterns, however, cannot be directly linked to the template of the human genome.
Furthermore, many glycosylation patterns are not rigid but highly dynamic over time,
which is obvious in an evolutionary sense, but accounts for physiological variations
as well as pathological variations. The diverse roles of carbohydrates span from
inflammation via cell adhesion to molecular recognition and cell–cell interactions
[95–99]. To name an example of outstanding interest throughout the past year, the
dense glycosylation on the outer shell of the spike proteins of coronaviruses shields
the viruses from antibody recognition, enabling them to evade the host’s immune
response. In addition, some coronavirus glycosylation sites have a structural role
relevant for host cell entry [100–103].

Formerly, carbohydrates, or the hydrates of carbons, were represented by the
empirical formula Cn(H2O)m. As known today, many naturally occurring carbo-
hydrates are exceptions from the empirical formula, for example deoxyhexoses or
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N-acetylhexoses, the latter of which is depicted in Fig. 6.12. The chemical represen-
tation in Fig. 6.12 is typically used in the wider field of organic chemistry and known
as a skeletal formula. Carbon and hydrogen atoms are only implicitly depicted or
excluded for clarity reasons. All heteroatoms and the hydrogen atoms attached to
these are explicitly depicted. Usingwedged bonds, the chair conformation classically
used for six-membered rings is illustrated in a three-dimensional way. To minimize
steric repulsion between functional groups, monosaccharides in heterocyclic ring
forms are not planar but puckered [104]. Besides the chair conformation, the fami-
lies of conformations are boat, envelope, half-chair and skew. For simplicity, the
chair conformation is most often used in illustrations.

The most basic units in carbohydrates are monosaccharides. Generally, monosac-
charides can be present in an open chain form or in two different heterocyclic
ring forms. Five-membered rings are called furanoses and the usually preferred
six-membered rings pyranoses, see Fig. 6.12. Monosaccharides are grouped by the
number of carbon atoms into tetroses, pentoses, hexoses or heptoses, containing four,
five, six and seven carbon atoms, respectively. These groups are further divided by
the functional groups present in open chain form, such as aldoses with an aldehyde or
ketoses with a ketone functional group. Each group comprises a number of possible
monosaccharides, isomers, that differ in the orientation of the hydroxyl groups, or
in mentioned exceptions the orientation of other functional groups. Monosaccha-
rides that differ in only one stereocenter are called epimers. The carbon atoms in a
monosaccharide are labelled numerically, i.e. in the heterocyclic ring form counting
clockwise from the ring oxygen beginning with the carbon atom at C1 position. The
d- or l configuration is defined by the orientation of the hydroxyl group at the stere-
ocenter furthest from the highest oxidized carbon atom in open chain form, or in the
heterocyclic ring form at the carbon atom in the ring furthest from C1. The stereo-
center at C1, termed anomeric center, is created with the ring-closing reaction. The
two possible configurations are termed alpha (α) and beta (β) anomers, according to
the relative orientation at the anomeric center and the highest, chiral carbon atom in
the ring, the anomeric reference atom. In aqueous solution, α- and β-anomers can
interconvert into each other in a process called mutarotation.

Going to larger carbohydrates, disaccharides are composed of two monosaccha-
rides and oligo- or polysaccharides are polymers of larger numbers of monosac-
charides. Monosaccharides, which define the composition of carbohydrates, are
connected covalently via glycosidic linkages. In a condensation reaction, the glyco-
sidic linkage is formed between the hydroxyl group at the anomeric center and one

Fig. 6.12 Examples for prominent monosaccharides in mammals. All monosaccharides are
aldohexoses adopting a pyranose ring structure
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Fig. 6.13 A generic glycan illustrating the structural details of glycans: branching, composition,
connectivity and configuration. The composition of a glycan is defined by the monosaccharides
present. The connectivity, in locked α- or β-configuration, indicates which hydroxyl group are
involved in the glycosidic linkage. Branching is possible in larger carbohydrates

of the hydroxyl groups of the other monosaccharide, generating 1 → 2, 1 → 3, 1 →
4 or 1 → 6 linkages, as illustrated in Fig. 6.13. The formation of a glycosidic bond
locks the anomeric center in either the α- or β-configuration. In contrast to DNA,
RNA or proteins, oligo- and polysaccharides are not only linear molecules but can
be branched, leading to significant challenges in glycan structural analysis.

Many representations of carbohydrates, such as the Fischer orHaworth projection,
evolved to ease the reading of the chemical structures of carbohydrates. For example,
formonosaccharides in their open chain form, the Fischer projection is typically used.
The symbol nomenclature for glycans (SNFG) is the most commonly used structural
representation in the field of carbohydrate chemistry [75, 105]. Figure 6.14b shows
a carbohydrate composed of six monosaccharide units in its skeletal formula and

Fig. 6.14 a The symbol nomenclature for glycans (SNFG) [75, 105] is commonly used to illustrate
glycan structures. Monosaccharides are represented in colored symbols. A glycosidic linkage is
either a dashed or solid line indicating the configuration. The angle of the connecting line shows
the connectivity. b A generic glycan structure in chemical representation and translated to SNFG
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translated to the SNFG nomenclature. The composition of monosaccharides is visu-
alized using colored symbols of different shapes, the connectivity is depictedwith the
angle of the connecting line at the symbol, and the configuration is represented with
either a dashed or a solid line. The standardized use of symbols for monosaccharide
building blocks is especially helpful in the depiction of larger structures.

The structural diversity and complexity of carbohydrates is thus very large, yet
minute changes can alter the biological function. To address the question if, and in
how far IR spectroscopy is sensitive to variations in carbohydrate structure, vibra-
tional spectra of glycans in helium nanodroplets were recorded. Glycan ions are
brought into the gas phase by nano-electrospray ionization (nESI). These ions are
mass-to-charge selected and accumulated inside the ion trap. Helium nanodroplets
with an average size of 105 helium atoms traverse the trap and can pick up ions and
rapidly cool them to the equilibrium temperature of the droplet. Inside the detection
chamber, the embedded ions are investigated using laser radiation produced by the
FHI-FEL. The subsequent absorption of resonant photons can lead to the release
of the bare ion from the droplet, which is used as a marker for photon absorption.
Plotting the yield of released ions as a function of laser wavelength yields a highly
reproducible IR spectrum. Each spectrum shown here consists of at least two inde-
pendent scans recorded with a wavenumber step-size of �ν = 2 cm−1. Although
the yield of released ions scales non-linearly with laser energy, a linear correction
has been performed by dividing the signal intensity by the laser energy. As a result,
relative intensities can be distorted to some extent. The spectra shown here were
recorded between 950 and 1700 cm−1 with two different photon fluxes using a vari-
able focusing mirror. A softer focus (lower photon fluence) was used between 950
and 1200 cm−1. To access the absorption bands between 1150 and 1700 cm−1, a
separate spectrum with a tighter focus (higher photon fluence) was recorded.

To assess the potential of cryogenic ion spectroscopy to resolve the minute struc-
tural details present in complex carbohydrates, a series of well-defined amino-alkyl
linked carbohydrates aswell as natural sampleswere analyzed. The analyzed samples
consist ofmonosaccharides1–5, disaccharides6–7, trisaccharides8–13, andnaturally
occurring tetrasaccharides 14–17, as shown in Fig. 6.15.

6.3.3 Mono- and Disaccharides

Asdiscussed in the preceding section, differentmonosaccharides often share the same
mass and only differ in the stereochemistry at single carbon atoms. Using cryogenic
ion spectroscopy in helium droplets, IR spectra of the protonated aminoalkyl-linked
monosaccharides were recorded (Fig. 6.16). Because the primary amine of the linker
has the largest basicity, it will most likely accept a proton upon ionization and provide
a localized charge.

The IR spectrum of α-mannose (1) shows a variety of absorption bands. Around
1150 cm−1, two narrow and well-resolved absorption bands are found. Prelimi-
nary quantum chemical calculations indicate that the most intense bands in this
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Fig. 6.15 Schematic SNFG representation of the here investigated molecules. The sets consist
of monosaccharides 1–5, disaccharides 6 and 7, trisaccharides 8–13, and biologically relevant
tetrasaccharides 14–17

region (1000–1150 cm−1) arise from C–O-stretching vibrations with strong transi-
tion dipole moments. Between 1150 and 1400 cm−1, additional bands that likely
originate from O–H-bend modes are present. Above 1400 cm−1, a series of partially
resolved bands are obtained. According to calculations, these bands correspond to
the primary ammonium group of the linker. Interestingly, only three NH3

+-bending
modes are expected in this region. The presence of multiple, partially unresolved
bands indicates that α-mannose adopts multiple coexisting conformers with different
IR fingerprints in the gas phase. Moving to the isomeric α-galactose (2), the stere-
oconfiguration at C2 and C4 is inverted. The IR spectrum also shows a variety of
resolved absorption bands, but the peak positions and intensities render it distinct
from the spectrum obtained for α-mannose. Again, the presence of multiple absorp-
tion bands above 1400 cm−1 indicates multiple coexisting conformers. The IR spec-
trum of the epimeric β-galactose (3) is characterized by several highly resolved
absorption bands between 950 and 1400 cm−1 and broader absorptions above 1400
cm−1. Interestingly, some bands are as narrow as the bandwidth of the IR laser radi-
ation (FWHM around 4 cm−1). Also, the IR spectrum of β-glucose (4) exhibits a
number of highly resolved absorption bands up to 1150 cm−1. Between 1150 and
1500 cm−1, only a few weaker absorptions are present. To examine the influence of
the attached aminopentyl linker, β-glucose with a shorter aminoethyl linker (5) was
investigated. A direct comparison shows that the two spectra are distinct. The spec-
trum of 5 exhibits fewer absorption bands than the one obtained for 4, and the peak
positions do not coincide. In contrast to the vibrational spectra of monosaccharides
1–4, only one strong and three weak resolved bands appear above 1400 cm−1. This
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Fig. 6.16 IR spectra of aminoalkyl-linkedmonosaccharides 1–7 as well as free (7) and aminoalkyl-
linked lactose (6) investigated as [M + H]+ ions

could indicate that the gas-phase structure of 5 mainly adopts a single conformer,
which could be caused by the reduced flexibility of the shorter linker.

Upon moving to disaccharides, which consist of two monosaccharide building
blocks joined by a glycosidic bond, the structural complexity increases signifi-
cantly. The glycosidic bond can be formed at different hydroxy groups (connectivity
isomers) with either an α- or β-configuration. The increasing system size and the
torsional angle of the glycosidic bond further increase the conformational complexity.
Although an additional building block is present, the IR spectrum of β-lactose (6)
shows a similar appearance to the monosaccharides described above. The variety
of highly resolved bands provide a unique diagnostic pattern. To further investigate
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the influence of the aminoalkyl linker, a spectrum of protonated free lactose (7) was
recorded. Here, the reducing end does not contain any linker, and the anomeric center
can adopt either an α- or β-configuration. In addition, the location of the charge is
uncertain, and different protomers may coexist. Nonetheless, the IR spectrum of
7 exhibits multiple well-resolved absorption bands between 950 and 1400 cm−1.
There are no obvious similarities between the vibrational signatures of both lactose
variants, which indicates that their gas-phase structures are widely different. These
structural differences most likely result from interactions between the charged linker
andhydroxygroups of the disaccharide, or fromadistinct charge distribution in 7. The
absence of characteristic absorption bands above 1400 cm−1 confirms the assump-
tion that this region is mainly governed by vibrational transitions of the charged
aminoalkyl linker.

6.3.4 Trisaccharides

Next, a set of six isomeric trisaccharides was used to benchmark the method. The
structures of trisaccharides 8–13 share the same reducing-end β-lactose core-motif
and an aminopentyl linker, as shown in Fig. 6.17. The terminal building block was
systematically varied to generate isomers that differ in composition, connectivity or
configuration. For example, the glycan pairs 8/9 and 12/13 are compositional isomers
and only differ in the identity of the terminal building block (Glc vs. Gal). Glycan
pairs 9/10 and 11/12 are configurational isomers and differ in the stereoconfiguration
of the glycosidic bond. Finally, glycan pairs 8/13, 9/12 and 10/11 are connectivity
isomers that only differ in the position of the glycosidic bond (1 → 3 vs. 1 → 4).

These isomeric trisaccharides are extremely difficult to distinguish using estab-
lishedLC–MS techniques. Recent studies [106] used ionmobility-mass spectrometry
to approach this analytical challenge and measured the arrival-time distributions and
collision cross sections of trisaccharides 8–13. In negative ionmode, connectivity and
configurational isomers were efficiently separated with baseline separation, allowing
an unambiguous identification. The remarkable baseline separation also enabled a
quantitative analysis of coexisting isomers inside a mixture. However, composi-
tional isomers consistently showed very similar arrival time distributions and could
therefore not be distinguished using IM-MS.

The IR spectra of trisaccharides 8–13 are shown in Fig. 6.18. In general, each
spectrum exhibits a large number of highly resolved absorption bands and no signifi-
cant spectral congestion. The configurational isomers 9/10 and 11/12 share the same
connectivity and configuration, but differ in the configuration of the terminal glyco-
sidic bond (α/β). The distinctness of the absorption patterns allows facile differenti-
ation of these conformational isomers. Similar results are obtained for connectivity
isomers 8/13, 9/12 and 10/11, which exhibit either a 1 → 3 or 1 → 4 terminal
glycosidic bond. Again, the highly resolved optical signatures reveal differences that
allow an unambiguous identification of each connectivity isomer. Most striking are
the observations for compositional isomers 8/9 and 12/13, which share the same
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Fig. 6.17 The synthetic trisaccharides 8–13 only differ in the connectivity (1 → 3 vs. 1 → 4),
configuration (α vs. β), or composition (Glc vs. Gal) of the terminal building block. These isomeric
oligosaccharides are extremely difficult to distinguish using establishedmethods and therefore serve
as a benchmark for this experimental approach

connectivity and configuration and only differ in the identity of the terminal building
block (Glc vs. Gal). In other words, the trisaccharide structures within each isomeric
pair only differ in the stereochemical orientation of a single hydroxy group. Surpris-
ingly, these minute structural variations lead to substantial differences in the IR
signatures, especially above 1300 cm−1. For example, a characteristic high-intensity
transition is observed at 1450 cm−1 for trisaccharide 9, but is absent in the spectrum
of the corresponding compositional isomer 8. Also, trisaccharide 12 features a strong
absorption band around 1310 cm−1 that is absent in the spectrum of the trisaccharide
13. Taken together, each of the six trisaccharide isomers exhibits a variety of resolved
absorption bands that lead to a unique IR signature and allow their unambiguous
identification. Similarly to the previously discussed mono- and disaccharides, it is
interesting to note that some IR spectra feature more than three absorption bands
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Fig. 6.18 IR spectra of the isomeric trisaccharides 8–13. Despite themarginal structural differences
between these species, each trisaccharide can be readily distinguished by its unique absorption
pattern that contains a variety of resolved bands

expected for the charged aminopentyl linker. For example, trisaccharide 12 features
five resolved bands, which indicates the presence of multiple coexisting conformers.
Other trisaccharides such as 10 show a much cleaner spectrum with a few absorption
bands that are as narrow as the bandwidth of the laser radiation.

6.3.5 Naturally Occurring Tetrasaccharides

To extend the scope of this method from synthetic standards to naturally occur-
ring glycans, the blood-group antigens Lewis b (Leb, 14) and Lewis y (Ley, 15)
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were investigated as sodium adducts. Although it is in principle possible to generate
protonated species of these samples, the high salt concentrations found in many
samples typically lead to strong signals of sodium adducts. The isomeric tetrasac-
charides each consist of anN-acetylglucosamine, a galactose and two fucose building
blocks and differ in their glycosidic linkages. Similarly to free lactose 7, the absence
of a linker leads to an undefined anomeric center that can adopt either an α- or β-
configuration. Although the number of expected vibrational transitions formolecules
of this size is large, the corresponding IR spectra (Fig. 6.19) exhibit a remarkably
small number of well-resolved absorption bands that allow an unambiguous discrim-
ination between the two isomeric species. Especially the Ley tetrasaccharide shows
an extremely clean IR spectrum with a total of eight features. The transitions around
1500 m−1 and 1680 cm −1 likely stem from the amide group of the GlcNAc building
block and are assigned as amide II and amide I bands, respectively. A single amide
group is expected to give only one amide II and one amide I band. Here, however,

Fig. 6.19 As representatives of biologically relevant glycans, the blood-group antigens Leb (14)
and Ley (15), as well as the milk-sugar tetrasaccharides lacto-N-neotetraose (16) and lacto-N-
tetraose (17) were investigated as [M + Na]+ ions. The characteristic absorption patterns allow
unambiguous discrimination between the corresponding isomers. The discontinuity in intensity
around 1150 cm−1 results from differences in photon fluence in the irradiation region prior to ion
detection
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multiple bands are observed, which indicates that multiple coexisting conformers
with different amide band positions coexist in the gas phase.

As another example for naturally occurring glycans, lacto-N-neotetraose (16) and
lacto-N-tetraose (17) were investigated. These isomeric tetrasaccharides belong to
the group of human milk oligosaccharides and only differ in the connectivity of
the terminal galactose building block. The corresponding IR spectra of the sodium
adducts shown in Fig. 6.19 also exhibit distinct andwell-resolved absorption features
that allow their discrimination. Again, multiple bands in the amide II and amide I
region indicate the presence of coexisting conformers.

The highly resolved IR spectra allow an unambiguous identification of complex
isomeric glycans. But what are the underlying structures that lead to those absorption
patterns? In general, theoreticalmethods arewidely used to compute structural candi-
dates and calculate their corresponding IR spectra. These theoretical IR spectra are
then compared to experimental results in order to extract the structural information
that is encoded in the vibrational fingerprint, and identify the underlying structure.
For the glycans presented here, this approach turned out to be challenging. There
is a threefold problem: (1) the molecules are extremely flexible, have many rotat-
able bonds and ring-pucker possibilities, giving rise to a very large conformational
space; (2) themolecules are large, and accurate calculations of the structure and ener-
gies of individual conformers are very expensive; and (3) calculations of IR spectra
beyond the harmonic approximations are presently out of the question for molecules
of that size. It turns out that problem (1) is the most severe. For other systems such
as peptides and proteins, a pre-screening of the conformational space using a less
costly method, such as a simple empirical force field, is often performed. In order
to be able to do so, these force fields need to have a certain minimum accuracy to
give results that are meaningful for our experiments. For peptides and proteins, such
force fields have been developed over several decades and area readily available.
For glycans, however, no sufficiently accurate force fields are presently available. A
firm conformational assignment of the here investigatedmolecules therefore requires
improvements in the theoretical description.

Nonetheless, cryogenic vibrational spectroscopy is a valuable addition to the struc-
tural analysis toolbox for glycans. The low temperature environment of superfluid
helium nanodroplets enables the acquisition of highly resolved absorption spectra:
a true spectral fingerprint that is unique for each glycan. Even minute structural
differences such as the stereochemical orientation of a single hydroxy group within
trisaccharides lead to spectral differences that allow an unambiguous identification
which is otherwise difficult or impossible to do. The method in general therefore
offers possibilities for commercial application in the glycosciences. However, the
sophisticated experimental setup used in this work involving a FEL will arguably
not find a commercial application. This will be left to simpler implementations using
cryogenic ion trap and commercially available benchtop laser systems.
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6.4 Conclusions

Helium nanodroplets are indeed the ultimate cryogenic matrix for optical spec-
troscopy experiments. Themethod can not only be applied to volatile neutral species,
but also to a wide variety of anionic or cationic gas-phase ions. When used in combi-
nation with mass spectrometric techniques, unprecedented selectivity and sensitivity
can be obtained, allowing for the investigation of small ionic complexes, larger
biological molecules and even entire proteins, containing thousands of atoms.

The IR spectra shown here are highly diagnostic for the species investigated. For
small ions, rigorous theory can quantitatively explain the observations. For larger
species, IR spectroscopy in helium nanodroplets can be used as an orthogonal tech-
nique to mass spectrometry and ion mobility spectrometry to fingerprint and distin-
guish molecular isomers or conformers which are indistinguishable by traditional
bioanalytic methods. Present and future applications therefore range from funda-
mental studies on the structure and dynamics of molecules to real world applications
in analytical chemistry.
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